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I love turtles meaning

Taken from a viral internet video and meme, I like turtles as a non-humorous sequitur often used to point out you're blissfully clueless on a topic. Simp WAP Karen yeet Know your meme In Portland, Oregon Rose Festival on May 31, 2007, a boy named Jonathon was interviewed by a reporter who asked about the
zombie face paint he received at the festival. She asked, Jonathon only had a great face paint job. What do you think? Jonathon replied: I like turtles. The unsym desirable cyming of this moment was enough to ruin her interview and, happily, she quickly continued. A viewer who caught the interview found the moment
funny enough to upload to YouTube. Under the username 3mediapro, this video was uploaded on June 10, 2007 and it quickly collected hundreds of thousands of views, inspired by countless remixes and parity, and even launched I liked turtle-themed products such as T-shirts. News interviewed Jonathon after his video
went viral to ask why he wanted to answer the way he did. He said he just went to the turtle show near the face-painting booth. A combination of excitement about the tortoises and the tension about the interview led him to gush out the famous phrase. By April 2017, the video had amassed over 55 million views. My
passion for turtles persisted for many years after the first meme went viral. There have been a lot of attempts to track down I like turtle zombie kid, as he is often called. Everyone in my family is good at math and I'm here like 'I like turtles' @lexiebitter Twitter (April 15, 2017) That awkward moment when your friends are
talking about the people they've been dating and you're like; ' I like turtles.' surisme Tumblr (December 22, 2011) Many people like the one that says 'The Dinosaurs Never Saw That Asteroid Coming. What's our reason?', referring to the need to take action on climate change. Others were more political: 'Keep your little
hand Off The EPA.' One simply read: 'I like turtles.' Sharon Guynup, The March for Science makes its stand: There is no Planet B, Mongabay (April 24, 2017) simp WAP Karen yeet Outside memes and products inspired by Jonathon's legendary internet statement, I like turtles that have continued to be used as a kind of
verbal shrug. When you do not know what else to say or do not think that a question is worth answering, you can answer I like turtles as a dismissal of your own questions or knowledge on a topic. I like turtles can also be just a random funny statement. This does not mean an official definition of me as turtle as most of
the terms we define on Dictionary.com, but an official word summary that hopefully touches on important aspects of my meaning and usage as will help our users expand their word mastery. Trends January 1 1 I Like Turtles was the first phrase uttered by ten-year-old Jonathan Ware in a local news interview at the Rose
Festival in Portland, Oregon. After airing and uploading to YouTube in late May 2007, Curt Jonathan's response to the reporter's lackluster question went viral, inspiring a series of video remixes and web meedoques. Origin May 31, 2007, ten-year-old Jonathan Ware visited the Rose Festival in Portland, Oregon. During a
visit to the fair, Jonathan drew his face that looked like a Zombie and was approached by kgw local news reporter Nancy Francis. When asked to comment on painting his face on camera, Jonathan tersely replied I like turtles. A copy of the KGW newsletter was uploaded online ten days after airing by YouTuber
3mediapro, who apparently realized early on that the embarrassing moment on air was so too valuable to let slip away. Nancy Francis: Back here living in the Waterfront Village with my zombie friend, Jonathon. You look beautiful, Jonathon. Jonathon just had a great face paint job. What do you think? Jonathan: I like
turtles! Going viral throughout June 2007, the clip went viral on YouTube, attracting millions of views while giving birth to dozens of parody and mashup videos starring Jonathan. Around the same time, several T-shirts bearing the slogan appeared on electronic goods websites such as Zazzle, Snorgtees, CafePress,
Screened and Shirtstastegood. Although the boy and his family were initially unaware of the viral sensation during the start, Jonathan's sister finally discovered her brother's fame on Myspace in early July, and in August, local news station KGW reunited with the Wares family for a follow-up interview to hear their reaction
to the newly discovered internet Jonathan. On September 15, 2010, Jonathan appeared in an episode of Tosh.0 as part of the web redemption series. He explained that on the day the video was recorded, he had just seen a turtle exhibit before painting his face, and that's why he had turtles in his mind. On November 3,
2007, an entry for I like turtles was sent to the Urban Dictionary, which defined the phrase as an answer to a boring question you didn't want to answer. It is also possible, in rare cases, to express a person's true love for turtles. Even years after the video went viral, Jonathan's legacy was recognized by the now-inexisting
viral news site Urlesque in the 100 Most Iconic Internet Video column series in April 2009. Gaming Channel In September 2013, Ware launched itsTurtleTime YouTube channel, with many Let's Play videos showcasing various video games (shown below). Search interest Google Search queries for the phrase I like turtles
saw the largest spike in July 2007, about a month after the original video was uploaded to YouTube. The search query saw a spike in September 2010, which may correspond to the arrival of Tosh.0. Do you feel a sense of confirmation only if you are crazy busy? Is your world upside down, and you need help setting
things right? Are you easily affected from your real path? Turtle, as a Soul, Totem, and Power Animal, can help! Turtle teaches you how to work efficiently and fluently. Dive into turtle symbols and meanings to learn how this Animal Spirit Guide can support, support, and inspire you. Turtle Table of Contents Turtle &amp;
Turtle Symbolism &amp; Meaning Turtle Spirit switches to an inner drummer in no hurry. Seemingly not to worry, Turtle plods along with a speed all her. If the turtle has a spell it will be a small step at a time. This soul animal actually lives in the moment - taking one after another with simple, innocent acceptance. This is
a powerful lesson for those rushing about at unhealthy speeds, often lacking the mystical gems that are right in front of them, here and now. Turtle's greatest gift to us was to learn to slow down and smell roses (literally and literally). As a water creature, some of the turtle's symbols and meanings come from that
element's influence. It is from the water that turtles gain the attributes of insight and are able to understand and express our deeper emotions. In many myths and religions, Turtle &amp; Tortoise has a markedly notable position that represents resoluteness and peace. The cosmos tradition of learning about a world turtle
either supports the heavens or safely transports the earth on her back. In addition, Turtle &amp; Tortoise carries her 'house' on her back. They are one as turtles can not leave its shell. In this, Turtle symbolizes that our earthly body is our home – for now. It can protect and protect you, so take good care of it. Some of the
gods associated with Turtle Spirit include Ea, the Mesopotamia God of Wisdom and Magic, who lives in the ocean, Venus and Aphrodite - the goddess of love and fertility (Greco-Roman), Vishnu, who has a giant tortoise figure and places the Egyptian God of the underworld. Overall, Turtle &amp; Tortoise Medicine
reminds us that strength and determination are key to overcoming our obstacles. Take your time before you move - don't go jump out of your shell right into danger. Turtle Spirit Animal When Turtle comes to you as a soul animal, it carries the message of staying true to your path and peace with your choice. This can also
be an indication that you are carrying too much weight on your shoulders. You can't fix anything if you're overwhelmed. Put down the negative things that hold your back Go into your shell and meditate. Get grounded, embrace your emotional strength and reclaim your serenity. Also, Turtle can appear as your spiritual
animal in times when it seems as though your world is topsy turvy. turvy. mistakenly believe that turtles cannot properly themselves when they are flipped on their backs. But this is not always true. Turtles have strong necks and can flip themselves up. In this, Turtle can come to you as a reminder to use your own head.
You are strong enough to correct yourself, even if others do not believe you can. Turtles &amp; Totem Turtles Who were born with turtles as a Totem animal often live a long life. You catch up with yourself, enjoy this moment to the time of blessing. Having a safe haven is very important for turtles, so choose your shell



wisely. Know when to retreat for your own safety or peace of mind. As one of the first animals on Earth, turtle totem has the ability to show rich wisdom and dig into greater mysteries. The calmer pace of Turtle's life doesn't mean its boring. If anything Turtle is dynamic, especially when connected to water. This fills you
and recharges the batteries that even the turtles measure the most can burn. Electric tortoises call turtles as an electric animal when you need to heal the child inside. Now, that might sound really hokey – especially because this phrase was SO abusive in the 70s and 80s. But consider this - all turtles bury their eggs on
land. When the eggs hatch, hundreds of babies have to try to find their way to the water - alone. Therefore, for some of us, childhood can be a frightening journey. But the children sought to survive. Order turtle pills when you need to take a trip back to childhood and take your parts without 'survival'. Turtle energy can
help revive parts of your soul by immersing yourself in the healing and loving waters of the Universe. Turn to Turtle to guide you on the path of life and keep you grounded along the way. Turtles help transform your into a completely actualized spirit living in the Earth's plane, but remember that long-term, quality changes
don't happen overnight. Turtles are a great option to connect with the Goddess as well as your inner child. Build a tent fortress like your shell and bring back crayons for when that energy starts flowing! Native American Turtles &amp; Turtles Symbolic Meaning Teachers of Native American Wisdom tell us turtles represent
peace-maker and sacred feminineism. In this tradition, tribes respect Turtle for living in harmony with the Earth. Folk culture tells us that It was Turtle who saved humanity from a great flood by carrying them on his back. The story continues to say that if humanity or the earth ever got into serious trouble, Turtle would save
and protect them again. However, turtle medicine reminds us that we must also gentle set in this world, remember its sanctity. We cannot separate ourselves from Mother and how we affect the planet more than Turtle can separate its shell. Because turtle belly has 13 sections, native American custom This creature with
a mysterious full moon appears 13 times a year. Turtle &amp; Tortoise as a mystical Celtic Celtic animal icon tell us that Turtle stands guard on the entrance to Fey's world. This creates an intimate connection with magic and other realms that are often just beyond our perceptions. Celts cherish the senses of turtles, their
methods of stability and art often portray turtles as a symbol of fertility. Celtic wizards used Turtle energy to help keep them stranded while traveling between planes. Turtle &amp; Turtle Dreams There are many explanations for Turtle &amp; Tortoise in the dream space. If Turtle scuttled slowly into your dream, it's a
reminder that you need to slow down or speed up depending on the current situation. This is especially true in relationships - don't pull your legs or go so fast that you're afraid of someone. What does it mean to learn more about Turtle Spirit by reading Dreams About Turtles? In WhatIsMySpiritAnimal.com! Far Eastern
Turtle Symbolic Significance Chinese people believe that Turtles &amp; Turtles have a human-like spirit. They often use turtle shells for di fortunes. In the beginning, it was a turtle that helped P'an Ku shape the world. There is also another folk story that tell us that Turtle keeps the earth flat on its feet. Perhaps this stately
task is why Chinese philosophers and mystics consider Turtle among the four wonderful animals. Turtles &amp; Turtles rule the northern region of creativity, where She represents long life, stamina and strength. These admirable attributes are why the Chinese military carries the flag with the image of turtle as a show of
power and stamina. In feng shui, Turtles &amp; Turtles are suitable for water elements. In this art arrangement, a black turtle represents a happy home, family and good relationships. To this day people put a turtle near the back door for Chi to actively attract luck and blessings. Japan also paid tribute to Turtle. Legend
says Turtle can carry the spirit of immortality. They represent longevity, luck and supply. She is sacred to Kumpira, god of fishermen and sailors. Turtle meaning symbol key steadiness pacing earth peace sacred element sacred full moon annual magic cycle otherworldly di teller
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